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Wednesday, 29 March 2017, 2:06 PM --> Wednesday, 29 March 2017, 15:06 PM

14:06: Lidi Xu has just entered this chat
14:08: Lidi:
   Hi Mihaela! How do I print out the punctuation as shown in the lecture?
14:09: Malin Larsson has left this chat
14:10: Lidi:
   I think I am far behind....
14:10: Lidi:
   I mean the punctuation.
14:11: Malin Larsson:
   Hi. Sorry.
14:13: Lidi:
   You can use the "show" command to increase the font size.

News forum

Don't forget about the survey

Kje se dobimo danes, v sredo, popoldne?

Don't forget about the survey

by Jure Dimec - Wednesday, 29 March 2017, 11:45 AM

Dear UNIX/LINUX Tutorial participants,

please, don't forget to give us the feedback about the Survey activity at the bottom of the tutorial web as well as the web classroom (EeLP) environment.

Thanks,

Tutorial authors and EeLP Team

https://elixir.mf.uni-lj.si
An example of synchronous learning – Trainground approach
RNA-seq data analysis using Chipster

EeLP: e-materials, knowledge assessment, embedded terminal connected to HPC/VMs
use of e-learning materials

supervision of students' performance

video connection

download of analytic software and basic literature

learning

Ljubljana, students of bioinformatics

Prague, students of bioinformatics
Digital UL (University of Ljubljana)

- VC, Webcast, Streaming
- Lecture capture
- Learning Management System
- Multimedia Portal
- Instant voting and other applications
- Digital identity, AAI / SSO
Standards

Plethora of them, but still makes sense to use them:

• FAIR principles
  • data
  • software
• SCORM compliant materials
• Interoperability
  • Bioschemas
• HL7, openEHR
If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together.